Comprehensive Exam Reading Lists

Area I: Biological Bases of Psychology


Area II: Learning/Memory and Cognition/Perception

Learning


Memory and Cognition


**Perception**


**Area III: Psychopathology/Psychotherapy/Assessment (Clinical)**

(New List Effective Spring 2014 at end of this document)


**Area IV: Social/ Personality/Developmental**

**Social Psychology**


**Personality Psychology**

**Developmental Psychology**


**Ethics Examination**
The ethics exam is typically administered once in the Spring and once in the Summer. Questions will be based on the material covered in the required reading list below. The exam may consist of definitions, short essays, and analysis of written cases. You will choose six out of seven possible questions. Please note that web links are provided for your convenience. It is your responsibility to obtain the article from the original source if the link is not working.

1. APA ethical principles


2. Books


3. Journal articles/Special Topics
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